A new classification of petroleum systems (PSs) based on reservoir qualities is proposed. We classify PSs into the following three basic types: (1) source-rock petroleum system (SPS); (2) tight-reservoir or tight petroleum system (TPS); and (3) conventional-reservoir or conventional petroleum system (CPS). The CPS is a PS in which hydrocarbons accumulate in conventional reservoirs, and all the essential elements and processes are significant and indispensable. Oil and gas accumulations are geographically discrete and therefore exist as discontinuous accumulations. The TPS is a PS where hydrocarbons accumulate in tight reservoirs and the source rock, reservoir, seal, migration, and trap are also indispensable, but the traps are mostly non-anticlinal and the accumulations are primarily quasi-continuous and secondarily discontinuous. The SPS is a PS where both hydrocarbon generation and accumulation occurred in source rocks and traps and migration are unnecessary or inconsequential; the hydrocarbon distribution is extensive and continuous and has no distinct boundaries. The aforementioned three PSs can be derived from a common hydrocarbon source kitchen and are closely linked in terms of their formation and distribution. Therefore, to maximize the exploration efficiency, a comprehensive study and different strategies are needed by considering the SPS, TPS, and CPS as parts of a greater whole.
Introduction
Since the notion of the PS was introduced in the 1970s, studies on the PS have mainly focused on the research and exploration of conventional oil and gas accumulations. On this basis, it was proposed that a PS consists of such essential elements as source rock, reservoir, seal, and overburden rocks, and such processes as petroleum generation, migration, accumulation, and entrapment (Magoon and Dow 1994) . The concept of the ''total petroleum system'' advanced later by Magoon and Schmoker (2000) also emphasized the necessity of the aforementioned elements and processes. The difference from the widely accepted PS concept is that the ''total petroleum system'' includes not only the discovered oil and gas seepages, shows, and reservoirs, but the undiscovered hydrocarbons as well, and the hydrocarbon source can be either one or more active pods of source rocks (Magoon and Schmoker 2000) . Furthermore, Magoon and Schmoker (2000) noted that the ''total petroleum system'' concept presumes that migration pathways exist, either at present or in the past, to connect the source with the accumulations. In addition, similar to the nomenclature of the PS, as proposed by Magoon and Dow (1994) , the ''total petroleum system'' is also named after the stratigraphic names of the source rock plus the reservoir. Thus, it can be seen that in both traditional and the ''total petroleum system,'' source rock and reservoir are regarded as two separate rock units, and the necessity and importance of migration to petroleum accumulation is highlighted.
However, the increasing discovery of and the in-depth research into unconventional oil and gas accumulations in recent years has indicated that the traditional PS theories and practices established on the basis of conventional petroleum accumulation studies seem to have become unable to completely satisfy the needs of current hydrocarbon exploration and development. For example, source rocks and reservoirs are commonly regarded as two distinct stratigraphic units in the general practice of traditional PS studies and exploration. Nevertheless, they correspond to a common stratigraphic unit in some unconventional petroleum accumulations, such as those of shale oil and gas and coalbed methane (CBM), where the unit acts not only as a source rock but also as a reservoir. Furthermore, in the studies of traditional PS, traps are underlined as an indispensable element in petroleum accumulation, but are usually unnecessary or even completely ineffective in the formation of shale oil and gas and many CBM accumulations, although seals are still necessary. In addition, migration is less important for many unconventional petroleum accumulations than it is for conventional petroleum accumulations, and even the driving force, and migrating pattern, pathway, and distance are quite different from those of conventional petroleum accumulation (Zhao et al. 2016a ). On the other hand, studies have indicated that a hydrocarbon source kitchen can lead to both conventional and unconventional petroleum accumulations and that they can coexist in a basin and are closely related to each other in the formation and distribution, but cannibalize each other in terms of resource potential (Zhao et al. 2016a ). It follows that the studies of PS ought to shift from the traditional, conventional accumulation dominated thinking toward a new paradigm that is compatible with both conventional and unconventional accumulations. Because the focus of petroleum exploration is switching from conventional to unconventional resources, the PS studies need to adjust accordingly. Therefore, comprehensive studies of the major characteristics, mutual relationships, and the formation and distribution rules of conventional and unconventional PSs have become necessary for petroleum exploration.
Classification of petroleum systems and their characteristics
A variety of opinions have been put forward with respect to the classification of PSs. Among them, Magoon (1989) classified PSs of the USA based on the complexity of the overlying rock (purebred versus hybrid), reservoir lithology (siliciclastic versus carbonate), and kerogen type (I, II, and III). Demaison and Huizinga's (1991) division was based on the features of hydrocarbon charging, migration, and entrapment. Magoon and Dow (1994) classified PSs into single-sourced and multiple-sourced systems in terms of the number of source kitchens. Considering the coexistence of multiple source kitchens in many superimposed basins and the resultant complexity of hydrocarbon migration and accumulation, Zhao and He (2000) introduced the concept of ''composite petroleum system'' and discussed the classification of it. In addition, a PS can be subdivided into different petroleum migration-accumulation systems in terms of the migration and accumulation characteristics (Zhao and Al-aasm 2012) . Nevertheless, a PS classification based on reservoir qualities has not been discussed in previous studies on PS classification, and almost all the PS classifications are based on the accumulations in conventional reservoirs. In fact, the quality of reservoirs plays a key role in affecting hydrocarbon charge, migration, and accumulation; reservoirs of different qualities generally have different characteristics of hydrocarbon migration and accumulation (Zhao et al. 2016a) . As a result, in this article, we base our classification of PSs on reservoir qualities, in combination with the corresponding characteristics of hydrocarbon migration and accumulation, and divide them into the following three basic types: source-rock PS (SPS), tightreservoir PS or tight PS (TPS), and conventional-reservoir PS or conventional PS (CPS). The SPS, TPS, and CPS are dominated and characterized by continuous, quasi-continuous, and discontinuous accumulations, respectively ( Fig. 1) . Tables 1 and 2 show the major characteristics of the three PSs and some typical examples of conventional, tight, and source-rock reservoirs, respectively.
It should be noted that the PS classification scheme proposed in this article is not a substitute for the traditional proposals on PS classification, but a supplement to them. In addition, this is a generalized classification of PSs. Therefore, although different reservoirs with similar qualities can be attributed to the same category of PS in our classification, they were identified, according to Magoon and Dow (1994) , as different PSs in specific practices of PS identification in a basin.
Source-rock petroleum system (SPS)
This petroleum system, formed within source rocks, is a self-sourcing and self-storing PS. In terms of the lithological types of source rocks, the SPS includes shale SPS, carbonate SPS, and coal SPS. Typical representatives include shale oil/gas and CBM systems. The major characteristics of the SPS are as follows:
(1) Phase States of Hydrocarbons Unlike hydrocarbons stored mostly as free oil and gas in non-source-rock reservoirs, hydrocarbons accumulated in source-rock reservoirs can be in a free state, an absorbed/ adsorbed state, or even a dissolved state. This is particularly true for natural gas storage, while oil is stored primarily in a free state. In reality, the existence of more absorbed/adsorbed hydrocarbons is one of the most distinctive features of the SPS. For instance, CBM occurs mainly in an absorbed/adsorbed state. For shale gas, the free, absorbed/adsorbed and dissolved states are significant, but the ratio among them is variable (Curtis 2002; Wang and Sheng 2017) . According to Jarvie (2012) , the proportion of absorbed/adsorbed gas in the major shale gas accumulations of North America is 10%-70%, and that of free gas accounts for 30%-90%. Indeed, it is the existence of absorbed/adsorbed gas that enables oil/gas accumulations inside source rocks to have typical characteristics of continuous accumulations, while a relatively higher proportion of free-state hydrocarbons are more favorable for the high yield of oil and gas.
(2) Reservoirs One of the most prominent attributes of the SPS's reservoirs is that they are tight (microdarcies) to ultra-tight (nanodarcies). However, there are also reservoirs with Fig. 1 Distribution of continuous, quasi-continuous, and discontinuous petroleum accumulations in a petroleum basin, showing they typically occur in source rocks (gray), tight reservoirs, and conventional reservoirs, respectively higher permeabilities. As reservoirs of continuous accumulations, source rocks, no matter if they are shales, carbonates, or coals, belong to the most inferior type of reservoirs for hydrocarbon accumulation. Their matrix permeability generally ranges from a few nanodarcies (nd) to a few millidarcies (md). Among the various source-rock reservoirs, shales are commonly the tightest. According to Curtis (2002) and Jarvie (2012) , the permeabilities of major North America shale gas reservoirs are in the range of 0-5000 nd, with average values ranging from 10-1000 nd, while the porosity is in the range of 1%-14%, with average values of 4%-8% (Jarvie 2012) . Nevertheless, the permeability of CBM reservoirs is highly variable due to the development of cleats and fractures to some degree. Despite this, the matrix permeabilities of coals are commonly quite low, and, hence, many CBM accumulations can be attributed to the continuous type. In general, the permeability of high-ranked coals is the lowest, followed by medium-ranked coals. For example, the high-ranked Carboniferous-Permian coals from the southern Qinshui Basin have an effective porosity of 1.1%-7.7% (generally \ 5%) and a permeability of 0.1-6.7 md (usually \ 2 md) (Lin and Su 2007) . However, the Cretaceous Fruitland Formation coals in the San Juan Basin are medium-ranked, with permeabilities mainly in the range of 5-60 md in gasproducing areas (Ayers Jr 2002) . The coals in the Black Warrior Basin are mostly low-ranked (bituminous) and have a permeability of 1-25 md (Jenkins and Boyer II 2008) . It is because of the poor reservoir qualities and the small and variable pore throats that make it nearly impossible for hydrocarbons in source rocks to migrate over long distances and to accumulate in a concentrated area. Instead, hydrocarbons in such reservoirs tend to form a widespread and continuous distribution. On the contrary, if source-rock reservoirs were similar to conventional reservoirs with high porosities and permeabilities, discontinuous or conventional trap-controlled accumulations rather than continuous accumulations would tend to occur in them. Some coal reservoirs, particularly coals of low to medium rank, are quite similar to conventional reservoirs. The permeabilities of low-ranked coals in the Powder River Basin are, for instance, usually between 10 md and a few darcies (Ayers 2002) . The Walloon Formation coals in the Australian Surat Basin are lignite, belonging to typically low-ranked CBM reservoirs, and have relatively good qualities, with an average porosity of approximately 17% and a permeability of roughly 1-300 md. The Blackwater Group coals in the Northern Bowen Basin are at a low metamorphic rank, and their porosities are 6%-13%, while their permeabilities are 5-30 md .
As far as the factors controlling the qualities of sourcerock reservoirs are concerned, the organic matter features (content, type and maturity), mineral composition, compaction and diagenesis, and structural deformation Jarvie (2012) (fractures) are among the most significant. The total organic matter (TOC) content has remarkable effects on pore development in organic-rich shales. According to Milliken et al. (2013) regarding the relationship between the porosity and TOC of the Devonian Marcellus shales in Pennsylvania (Fig. 2a) , the shale porosity is positively correlated with TOC when TOC \ 5.5%, but does not increase when TOC [ 5.5%. In contrast, the porosity remains basically unchanged or even slightly decreases, which has been interpreted as a potential result of the ''collapse'' of pores caused by hydrocarbon expulsion. Nevertheless, studies on the Chang-7 lacustrine shales of the Yanchang Formation in the Ordos Basin have shown that pore volumes are negatively correlated to TOC (Fig. 2b) , which is similar to the case noted by Jarvie (2011) for the Doig shales. This is probably due to the fact that the maturities of Chang-7 shales (R o * 0.7%-1.2%) are not high enough, and, hence, the pore development is affected primarily by compaction. Based on a study on the New Albany Shale by Mastalerz et al. (2013) , the relationship between its total pore volume and R o differs significantly and is affected by the stage of thermal evolution. Figure 3a shows that the total pore volume and R o are negatively correlated when the organic matter is at the immature to mature stage, resembling the Chang-7 lacustrine shale of the Ordos Basin (Fig. 3b) . However, when the organic matter has achieved high maturity, the relationship between them becomes positive. This is particularly true for the porosities of organic matter, as they are related to thermal maturation of organic matter and are the result of hydrocarbon generation (Loucks et al. 2009 ). For instance, organic porosity of the Woodford Shale was observed to be absent in samples with vitrinite reflectance values of up to 0.90%, while the first appearance of secondary pores is observed with the 1.23% R o sample (Curtis et al. 2012) .
The major cause is that compaction is predominant in early burial stages of shales and pore volumes thus decrease with the increase in R o during a compactiondominated stage. However, pore volumes increase gradually with R o in later stages due to the effect of hydrocarbon generation and the resultant increase in organic matter pores (Mastalerz et al. 2013 ).
(3) Accumulations and Traps
In the SPS, hydrocarbon accumulations are predominately the continuous type because they occurred in effective source rocks, in which hydrocarbons are thought to be ubiquitous, albeit in varying abundances. The concept of ''continuous accumulation'' was first introduced in the mid-1990s by Schmoker (1995) to characterize hydrocarbon accumulations with extensive spatial distribution and no defined boundaries that are more or less independent of a water column. Schmoker (1995 Schmoker ( , 2002 contended that continuous accumulations belong to unconventional hydrocarbon resources and attributed CBM, basin-centered gas, tight gas, shale gas, and natural gas hydrate to this category. According to Zhao et al. (2016a) , however, a genuine continuous accumulation probably only occurs within a source rock interval, which is typically represented by shale gas and CBM. Nevertheless, not all shale oil and gas accumulations and CBM accumulations are continuous; in reality, some of them could possibly be discontinuous accumulations if structural elements become dominant controlling factors for hydrocarbon accumulation.
A significant feature of continuous accumulations is that each of them consists of only a single oil or gas reservoir, and, hence, an oil or gas field of continuous accumulation should be non-compartmentalized. Moreover, their spatial distribution is extensive and the reserve scales are generally quite large (Schmoker 1995 (Schmoker , 2002 , such that the Fig. 2 Relationship between shale porosity and total organic carbon content. a Devonian Marcellus shales from Pennsylvania (Milliken et al. 2013) . b Triassic Chang-7 shales from the Ordos Basin (Zhao et al. 2016b) , in which the parallel double lines are trend lines Petroleum Science (2019) 16:229-251 233 resultant oil and gas fields can commonly attain giant or even supergiant sizes in terms of resources scales (see Tables 3, 4 ). Field areas are usually thousands, tens of thousands, and even up to hundreds of thousands of square kilometers. As accumulations in source rocks, the distribution area of effective source rocks is also the potential area for hydrocarbon accumulation, but a commercial accumulation in a source rock is commonly determined by sweet spots, which are dependent on the presence of many other factors and will be discussed later. Secondly, hydrocarbons in continuous accumulations are continuously distributed, implying that hydrocarbons are ubiquitous in the entire areal extent of an accumulation, and neither dry holes nor dry beds would be encountered when such a reservoir is drilled, although variation of hydrocarbon abundances and production rates is commonly remarkable across the extent of the accumulation. Moreover, continuous accumulations also have no explicit boundaries, oil/gas water contact, or edge water or bottom water.
In addition to continuous accumulations, discontinuous accumulations can also occur in source-rock reservoirs, if their permeabilities are high enough. This is relatively more common in CBM reservoirs because the permeability of coals is highly variable, ranging from less than 1 md to more than 1000 md. Generally, the permeability of lowranked coals is higher and almost comparable to that of conventional reservoirs. Thus, accumulations in such permeable coals could often be governed by structural traps and more concentrated at high structural positions. The variation in the permeability of medium-ranked coals is also fairly large, and thereby both continuous and discontinuous accumulations are possible.
As far as the roles of traps are concerned, studies of the characteristics of continuous accumulations in source rocks indicate that they are essentially not confined by traps. Instead, they are largely controlled by the distribution of effective source rocks, the quality of top and bottom seals, and other factors. Despite this, the existence of structural traps often has certain and even significant effects on the enrichment of a continuous accumulation. In that case, the function of a structural trap is similar to the role of a sweet spot. For source-rock reservoirs with medium to high permeabilities, the accumulations are influenced by traps to some degree and thus might take the shape of a discontinuous type.
(4) Migration Continuous accumulations, as redefined by Zhao et al. (2016a) , are those that occur within source rocks. In our opinion, continuous accumulation can only form within a source rock. Such types of oil/gas accumulations caused within source rocks mainly occur in situ or are close to where the hydrocarbons are generated, and usually neither significant migration nor a dominant migration pathway is needed. Otherwise, if dominant migration pathways are developed inside source rocks, then oil/gas accumulations therein will probably be subject to conventional traps (such as fractured oil/gas accumulations in mudstones), and more hydrocarbons generated in the source rocks can be expelled and migrate outward. It should be noted that some conventional accumulations, notwithstanding the large areal and ''continuous'' distribution they may have, possess edge water or bottom water and distinct boundaries in general, which is a diagnostic feature of discontinuous (conventional) accumulations. Hydrocarbon enrichment in the SPS primarily depends on source rock qualities, reservoir sweet spots, and sealing conditions. Moreover, hydrocarbons can even be quite abundant at low structural positions, differing from most conventional accumulations.
a. Hydrocarbon-generating condition
The hydrocarbon-generating condition is a primary factor affecting hydrocarbon enrichment. Studies indicate that there is a positive correlation between shale gas content and organic matter abundance. The higher the TOC values, the higher the shale gas content (Ross and Bustin 2009; Jarvie 2011; Guo 2013) . Furthermore, source rocks should be thick enough so that the hydrocarbons generated cannot be readily expelled. In general, the greater the thickness of source rocks, the more difficult it is for the hydrocarbons to be expelled from the innermost of the source rocks, and the more hydrocarbons are retained in them. Analyses of high-yield regions of marine shale gas in North America show that those shales share some crucial attributes, including TOC [ 1%, R o [ 1.4%, and shale thicknesses generally [ 30 m (Jarvie 2012) . Otherwise, there would be insufficient shale gas accumulation and enrichment in the source rocks, given that their thermal maturities are not high enough nor their thicknesses great enough. For instance, the gas produced from the Barnett Shale is revealed to have been generated within the condensate-wet gas window (1.3-2.0% R o ) and probably derived from both kerogen cracking and secondary cracking of previously generated non-migrated hydrocarbons (Rodriguez and Philp 2010) . As another example, the Chang-7 shale source rocks of the Triassic Yanchang Formation in the Ordos Basin are dominated by type I and II kerogen and their R o is 0.7%-1.2% (i.e., mainly in the ''oil generation window''); hence, the generated hydrocarbons are oil-dominated, and the gas content is extremely limited (Zhao et al. 2016b) .
In addition to the requirement for sufficient amounts of hydrocarbon generation, hydrocarbon expulsion efficiencies of shales are another key factor affecting shale hydrocarbon richness. The lower the hydrocarbon expulsion efficiency or the greater the amount of hydrocarbons retained in source rocks, the larger would be the quantity of hydrocarbons accumulating in the shales. According to studies by Pepper (1992) and Jarvie et al. (2007) , the hydrocarbon expulsion efficiency of the Barnett Shale is approximately 60%. Thus, we can infer that large-scale continuous shale gas accumulation will be possible in shales if the amount of retained hydrocarbon is approximately 40% or more of the total hydrocarbon generated. (2013) MMBO, million barrels of oil; MMTO, million tons of oil; NGL, natural gas liquid b. Reservoir heterogeneity and sweet spots Source rocks as a reservoir, such as shales and coals, are not only usually poor in quality but may be also more heterogeneous relative to many other reservoirs, particularly those of conventional accumulations. The heterogeneity of a source-rock reservoir, however, is generally a propitious factor for the occurrence of abundant hydrocarbon accumulations because sweet spots can only be developed in reservoirs with certain heterogeneity. Otherwise, hydrocarbon enrichment might be unlikely if the source-rock reservoirs are highly uniform in terms of their properties. It is the reservoir heterogeneity and development of sweet spots that control the specific locations of hydrocarbon enrichment. The sweet spots in source rocks can be classified into two types: structural and non-structural. The former is represented by anticlinal sweet spots, while the latter includes geochemical sweet spots (favorable regions for TOC, R o , thickness, etc.) and petrophysical (porosity and permeability) sweet spots. Accordingly, continuous accumulations can be divided into two types, namely structural sweet-spot accumulations and nonstructural sweet-spot accumulations. In general, structural sweet-spot accumulations are characterized by higher resource abundance and producibility and relatively smaller areas of oil/gas distribution than non-structural sweetspot accumulations. For example, the Fuling Field in the Sichuan Basin seems to be a structural sweet-spot type of shale gas accumulation (Zhao et al. 2016a) .
It is noteworthy that good-quality reservoirs are not always an advantageous condition for the formation of continuous hydrocarbon accumulations. That is because the accumulations would probably be of conventional nature, or oil/gas would likely escape from source rocks if the source-rock reservoirs were permeable enough to attain the quality level of conventional reservoirs. Although it is widely believed that the minimum permeability of commercial shale gas reservoirs exceeds 100 nd and shales with a permeability [ 500 nd are optimal (Zagorski et al. 2012) , shale porosities of high-yield marine gas shales in North America are \ 15%, mainly in the range of 4%-7%, and the permeabilities are \ 1000 nd (Jarvie 2012) .
The brittleness is also a pivotal factor affecting shale oil and gas production. It has been demonstrated that producible shale ought to contain sufficient brittle minerals (e.g., quartz, feldspar, and carbonates) and their clay mineral contents should not be too high (Bowker 2007; Jarvie 2012) . Furthermore, relatively high contents of brittle minerals and low contents of clay minerals not only can make shale fracturing easier, but also enable them to have higher porosity and permeability and thus be more favorable for shale oil/gas enrichment and production. Statistics and analyses have shown that most productive marine gas shales in North America are quartz rich, carbonate rich, or dominated by a combination of multiple brittle minerals, while the content of clay is subordinate (Jarvie 2012; Wilson et al. 2016; Chalmers et al. 2012) . Bowker (2007) claimed that the clay mineral content of the Barnett Shale is usually less than 50%. Rezaee and Rothwell (2015) noted that low clay content (\ 50%)/high brittle mineral content ([ 40%) is one of the key geological characteristics of a successful shale gas play. In reality, some statistics (e.g., Jarvie 2012; Wilson et al. 2016 ) have shown that clay mineral contents of the most successfully exploited shales in North America are less than 45%.
Apart from the relative proportion of clay versus nonclay minerals, the provenance and origins of the components in shales are also critical in determining the richness and production of shale oil and gas. The components of most shales can be categorized as those of terrigenous (detrital) and autochthonous (including diagenetic) in terms of their provenance and can also be categorized as biogenic components and abiogenic components. As one of the most significant brittle minerals, quartz in shales includes biogenic, diagenetic, and detrital types. It has been suggested that the abundant presence of biogenic silica has the potential to increase rock brittleness and ''fracability'' (Passey et al. 2010; Slatt 2011) . The primary sources of biogenic silica are diatoms, radiolaria, and sponge spicules (Katz and Everett 2016) . In fact, the presence of abundant biogenic and diagenetic quartz is a crucial factor leading to the success of many marine shales in North America. By contrast, the impact of abiogenic quartz on the enrichment and production of shale oil and gas is more complicated because of the complexity of its origins, which includes detrital quartz and authigenic quartz. For most commercial marine shales, authigenic and biogenic quartz is dominant over terrigenous abiogenic quartz, while terrigenous abiogenic quartz is commonly more abundant in shales deposited in continental environments (including lacustrine, paludal and fluvial facies), in which lacustrine and paludal shales are assumed to be two most potential types of shale plays as revealed by the exploration in the Ordos Basin (Zou et al. 2017) , the Bohai Bay Basin (Sun 2017; Zhao et al. 2018) , and the Songliao Basin (Zhang et al. 2016) of China. For this reason, higher contents of quartz are not always conducive to hydrocarbon enrichment and production from continental shales, nor are lower contents of clay minerals. Studies of the Triassic Chang-7 lacustrine shale in the Ordos Basin indicated that the TOC content is negatively correlated with the quartz content, but positively correlated with the clay mineral content (Er et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2016b) . Because clay minerals are usually one of the major components of shale, an unduly high content of terrigenous detrital quartz or an overly low content of clay minerals is associated with a decrease in organic matter content in shale, which is a disadvantage to the generation of sufficient shale oil/gas, although either can increase shale brittleness, porosity, and permeability. As a result, finding an optimal balance between the contents of brittle minerals and clay and TOC in shale should be regarded as the linchpin of successful exploration and exploitation for shale oil and gas. In addition to clay content, the provenance and varieties of clay minerals appear to play an equally significant role in affecting the production of shale oil and gas. It has been suggested that the clay mineralogy of practically all of the shale reservoirs older than Upper Cretaceous is dominated by illitic clays, both in discrete form and as illite-dominated, mixed-layer, illitesmectite (I/S) (Wilson et al. 2016) .
In reality, the content of clay minerals versus non-clay minerals or brittle minerals in shale and the origins of the minerals including quartz are essentially determined by depositional settings and diagenesis. It has been revealed that marine-deposited shales tend to have lower clay content and higher content of brittle minerals such as quartz, feldspar, and carbonates (Ju et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2016) , and most productive shales are siliceous, calcareous or dolomitic mudstones, or mudstones where one or a few key brittle minerals and non-swelling clay are both abundant. Moreover, the distribution of mineral components and reservoir properties in marine shales are more stable than their continental counterparts. In spite of this, the development of shale plays has revealed strong heterogeneities in marine shales . By contrast, continental shales including lacustrine shales tend to be higher in clay content, more ductile and less responsive to hydraulic stimulation (De Silva et al. 2015) , and their heterogeneities are commonly stronger. Their mineralogical composition appears to be more diverse, and the reservoir properties are presumed to be more variable. Such a more diverse nature of continental shales, particularly lacustrine shales, makes many of them probably less exploitable, while some others might have significant potential for shale oil and gas enrichment and production. For instance, the average clay mineral contents of both the Triassic Chang-7 lacustrine organic-rich shales and Upper Paleozoic paludal organic-rich mudstones (carbonaceous shales) in the Ordos Basin are commonly higher than 45%, while the brittle mineral contents are relatively low (Zhao et al. 2016b; Jiang et al. 2016) . The lacustrine-deposited Cretaceous Qingshankou Formation shales in the Songliao Basin may also be clay rich, with an average content of clay minerals of 55.1% at well ZK-01 (Liu et al. 2017) . Nonetheless, the lacustrine shales of the upper Es 4 and lower Es 3 of the Eocene Shahejie Formation in the Dongying Depression, Bohai Bay Basin, are carbonate rich and clay poor, with an average content of authigenic carbonate of 37%, clay 25%, quartz 29%, and feldspar 5% (Li 2013) , which is probably one of the crucial factors accountable to the breakthrough of oil production in this shale play. According to Sun (2017) , 37 wells, as of 2016, have produced shale oil at commercial rates from the Es 4 and Es 3 shale of the Shahejie Formation in the Jiyang Depression, the Bohai Bay Basin.
Consequently, petroleum exploration and development of continental shales might face greater challenges compared to those of marine shales. Despite this, because some lacustrine shales are similar to producible marine shales in that non-clay minerals are preponderant and mainly authigenic, opportunities still exist for substantial discoveries of hydrocarbon accumulations in continental shales.
c. Top and bottom sealing conditions Favorable top and bottom sealing conditions are also critical for the enrichment of continuous hydrocarbon accumulation. As far as the accumulations of shale oil/gas or CBM are concerned, the premise of their enrichment is that the hydrocarbons generated in organic-rich shales or coals were not completely expelled. The less hydrocarbons that are expelled, the more hydrocarbons are retained in the source rocks, and the more abundant the accumulated shale oil/gas and CBM. The quantity of hydrocarbons trapped within source rocks is not simply affected by the quality of source rocks per se, but also by the sealing conditions or the conditions of hydrocarbon expulsion. The conditions of sealing and expulsion of source rocks depend on the following three major factors. The first is the thickness of source rocks; the greater the thickness, the more difficult it is for the hydrocarbon to be expelled and the more hydrocarbons that are retained. The second is the top and bottom sealing conditions, as more hydrocarbons would be held in source rocks with effective top and bottom seals. The third is the intensity of tectonic activities, as strong tectonic activities can lead to the development of more fractures, and thus conditions would become more favorable for hydrocarbon expulsion from source rocks and less favorable for hydrocarbon accumulation within them. As a consequence, source rocks with sufficiently great thickness and good quality, and propitious top and bottom sealing conditions, but moderately developed fractures, are advantageous for shale oil/gas and CBM enrichment. The major gas-rich shales in North America are exactly those possessing good to excellent top and bottom sealing conditions. Similarly, the Fuling Shale Gas Field in the Sichuan Basin also has excellent top and bottom sealing conditions, which play a crucial role in the shale gas enrichment and preservation (Zhao et al. 2016a ). The top seal of this Silurian Longmaxi Formation Shale Gas Field is a thick mudstone sequence with lower organic matter abundance and low porosity and permeability, while the bottom seal is the widely distributed tight limestones of the Ordovician Jiancaogou Formation (O 3 j), which is 45-50 m in thickness and has a porosity of 0.61%-1.66% (averaging 1.01%) and a permeability of 0.0058-0.1092 md (averaging 0.0201 md) in well DS1 (Guo 2013) . In spite of this, diffusion of natural gas in the Fuling Shale Gas Field might be noticeable. According to Dai et al. (2016 Dai et al. ( , 2017 , shale gas from this field displays a complete carbon and hydrogen isotopic reversal (i.e., d
, which they interpreted as the result of secondary alteration like, among others, oil or gas cracking and diffusion at high temperatures.
Likewise, good sealing is also significant for CBM enrichment (Song et al. 2015) .
Tight petroleum system (TPS)
In this article, tight oil and gas accumulation refers to that occurring in low-permeability reservoirs that are not source rocks or shale, which primarily includes petroleum accumulations in tight sandstone and tight carbonate reservoirs. Accordingly, such reservoirs are known as tight reservoirs. Two models were proposed to interpret hydrocarbon accumulations in such tight reservoirs as tight sandstones, which are: (1) the deep-basin or basin-centered gas model, also known as the continuous accumulation model; and (2) the conventional trap-controlled accumulation model. Recently, Zhao et al. (2012a Zhao et al. ( , 2013 Zhao et al. ( , 2016a ) proposed a new model termed quasi-continuous accumulation and demonstrated that tight oil and gas are dominated by quasi-continuous accumulation, while discontinuous (conventional trap-controlled) accumulations are of subordinate importance. Zhao et al. (2016a) also argued that the so-called continuous (basin-centered) accumulations actually do not exist in non-source-rock tight reservoirs such as tight sandstones. Hence, two types of hydrocarbon accumulations can be caused in tight petroleum systems, namely the quasi-continuous accumulation and discontinuous accumulation.
Quasi-continuous tight accumulations (QTA)
The quasi-continuous hydrocarbon accumulation is defined as an accumulation consisting of a group of petroleum reservoirs that are adjacent and closely related with no distinct boundaries. They are common in tight reservoirs, especially tight sandstones. Examples of such accumulations include the Upper Paleozoic tight sandstone gas accumulations and the Triassic Yanchang Formation tight sandstone oil accumulations in the Ordos Basin, the Triassic Xujiahe Formation tight sandstone gas accumulations in the central Sichuan Basin, the Cretaceous Fuyu and Gaotaizi tight sandstone oil accumulations in the Songliao Basin, some tight Ordovician carbonate oil and gas accumulations in the Tarim Basin, and many tight sandstone oil/gas accumulations in North American basins. The main characteristics of quasi-continuous accumulations are elaborated below.
(1) Reservoirs Quasi-continuous accumulations dominantly occur in tight reservoirs with permeabilities of approximately \ 1 md. It should be noted that the upper and lower porosity and permeability limits of tight reservoirs are not uniform, but are dependent on the specific geologic circumstances of petroleum accumulations, and hence vary in different basins or regions. For example, Cao et al. (2013b) have demonstrated that the upper and lower limits of the reservoir properties for the Upper Paleozoic tight gas accumulations even differ among various pay zones in the eastern Ordos Basin.
Moreover, reservoirs of quasi-continuous accumulations commonly become tight prior to hydrocarbon charging. In the Ordos Basin, for instance, the Upper Paleozoic sandstones were charged mostly in the Early Cretaceous when the sandstones had already become tight (Zhao et al. 2005; Fu et al. 2008) . Tight sandstone reservoirs in the Triassic Xujiahe Formation of the central Sichuan Basin and the Middle Jurassic Shaximiao Formation of the western Sichuan Basin, where quasi-continuous accumulations are widely distributed, also became tight mostly prior to hydrocarbon charging (Zhu et al. 2008; Lü et al. 2015) . According to Zhu et al. (2008) , during the formation of Triassic Xujiahe tight sandstone reservoirs in central and western Sichuan Basin, mechanical compaction contributed most to porosity reduction, while quartz overgrowths of stages II and III were another significant contributor. The evolution of the reservoirs into the tight state primarily occurred in stage A of the mid-diagenesis phase (roughly equivalent to the burial depth of 2000-3500 m, and the R o was approximately 0.5%-1.3%) or even earlier, while the organic matter became mature during the stage II quartz overgrowths. However, the content of hydrocarbon gas is significantly higher in fluid inclusions of the stage III quartz overgrowths than that of stage II, indicating that large quantities of natural gas were trapped during the stage III quartz overgrowths. In other words, the major gas-charging event occurred after the Xujiahe sandstones became tight. Similarly, the Yinan 2 Jurassic gas reservoir in the Tarim Kuqa Foreland Basin was also shown to have become tight prior to hydrocarbon charging. The tight reservoirs (porosity \ 12%) were formed in the Neogene Kangcun Period (12-8 Ma), and natural gas was charged during 5-0 Ma (Li et al. 2013b) .
Because the reservoirs of quasi-continuous accumulations have mostly become tight prior to hydrocarbon charging, they do not simply play a critical role in selfsealing so as to avoid substantial escaping of the charged hydrocarbons, but also make long-distance migration of the oil and gas impossible. Since pore throats of tight reservoirs are extremely fine, and their capillary resistance and reservoir heterogeneity are strong, it is unlikely for the charged hydrocarbons to concentrate over a restricted area and form a conventional accumulation. Meanwhile, a continuous accumulation or basin-centered gas accumulation typically characterized by gas-water inversion also can hardly occur in such a highly heterogeneous reservoir. On the other hand, it is more likely for quasi-continuous accumulations to occur in such reservoirs over large areas. Otherwise, if the reservoir had been charged prior to the major period of porosity loss, then long-distance migration would have taken place due to good reservoir qualities. Under such circumstances, hydrocarbons would tend to migrate toward and accumulate at high structural positions to form conventional hydrocarbon accumulations. After the accumulation, the original oil and gas accumulations might still remain around the paleo-high positions, even if the reservoirs become tight afterward and the previously formed conventional accumulations might be modified to some extent. Hence, in reservoirs becoming tight after hydrocarbon charging, a quasi-continuous accumulation extending from a basin center to the flanks and uncontrolled by structure highs would be implausible unless the supply of hydrocarbons were extremely plentiful.
(2) Oil/gas and water distribution Similar to continuous accumulations, quasi-continuous accumulations are also characterized by extensive distribution and large volumes of reserves. Their distribution generally ranges from hundreds to thousands of square kilometers, with some even reaching tens of thousands of square kilometers. For example, the geologic reserves of natural gas in the Sulige Field of the Ordos Basin are as much as 3.9 9 10 12 m 3 as of the end of 2013, and the gasbearing area is [ 60,000 km 2 (Zou et al. 2015) . With respect to gas accumulations in the Triassic Xujiahe Formation tight sandstones of the central Sichuan Basin, the Anyue, Hechuan, and Guang'an fields are estimated to have gas-bearing areas of 749 km 2 , 1058 km 2 , and 579 km 2 , and geologic reserves of 2082 9 10 8 m 3 , 2299 9 10 8 m 3 , and 1356 9 10 8 m 3 , respectively (Wei et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013a ). The areal distribution of the Cretaceous Fuyang tight oil accumulations in the Songliao Basin is up to 11,000 km 2 , while that of the Gaotaizi tight oil accumulations is at least 2000 km 2 . Unlike continuous accumulations, a quasi-continuous accumulation consists of multiple small-to medium-sized reservoirs adjacent to each other, and the distribution of petroleum reservoirs appears to be ''continuous'' on the plane view, but discontinuous on the profile view (Fig. 4) . On the plane view, the stacking of multiple intervals of oil/gas reservoirs makes the accumulation appear to be ''continuous,'' while the distribution of the oil/gas reservoirs is laterally discontinuous on a profile view due to the discontinuity of the reservoirs. That is why such a group of reservoirs is referred to as a quasi-continuous accumulation. As a result, no real dry holes are usually present in such a petroleum accumulation, but dry beds are possible.
Moreover, edge water or bottom water is absent or only partially present, which is also a significant attribute of quasi-continuous accumulations. For example, giant tight Upper Paleozoic gas fields, such as the Sulige and Shenmu, and nearly all the large tight oil accumulations in the Chang 6, 7, and 8 pay zones of the Triassic Yanchang Formation in the Ordos Basin, are typical quasi-continuous accumulations with no edge water or bottom water, or with edge water limited to only the lower southwest structural positions of the Yulin and Zizhou tight gas fields ). In addition, incomplete edge/bottom water can also be found in some giant Triassic Xujiahe Formation tight gas fields such as the Guang'an and Hechuan fields in the central Sichuan Basin (Bian et al. 2012) . This is in contrast with conventional oil and gas accumulations, which have clear boundaries because of the presence of complete edge/bottom water. There are two possible reasons for the lacking or the incompleteness of edge/bottom water in quasi-continuous accumulations. First, the reservoirs had already become tight before the charging of hydrocarbons, leading to possibly negligible free water left in the reservoirs when the accumulation occurred. Second, such a type of accumulation usually occurs in relatively gentle structural settings, such as gentle sags and slopes, so that the differentiation of oil/gas and water is poor, leading to the complex distribution of oil/gas and water in the tight reservoirs. However, if the structural relief is big enough, some degree of oil/gas-water differentiation and resulting edge/bottom water will be possible. The occurrence of partial edge water in the Yulin, Zizhou, Guang'an, and Petroleum Science (2019) 16:229-251 239
Hechuan gas fields might be related to structural differentiation. It is noteworthy that the phenomenon of water occurring at high structural positions with oil/gas located in downward positions in a reservoir interval was frequently considered to be an oil/gas-water inversion, and widely believed to be a key signature of basin-centered or deepbasin oil/gas accumulations as defined by Masters (1979 Masters ( , 1984 and Law (2002) . Nevertheless, with the expansion of exploration and development and the increase of drilling intensity, it has been confirmed that what was once thought to be the phenomenon of regional oil/gaswater inversions is virtually just an illusion such that the basin-centered gas hypothesis was even regarded as a ''chimera'' by Fassett and Boyce (2005) . It has been ascertained that the observed downdip hydrocarbon-filled reservoirs and the juxtaposed updip water-filled reservoirs in the same interval do not make up of a continuity of reservoirs, but are separated from each other. In other words, they are mutually independent and constitute separate traps. Consequently, it is believed that the so-called oil/gas-water inversions are invalid and could not be viewed as an indicator of the basin-centered accumulation model. In reality, such a phenomenon is frequently observed in the formation and distribution of conventional oil and gas accumulations and is caused by the inadequate supply of hydrocarbons. Indeed, no genuine regional oil/-gas-water inversion in a continuous reservoir has been confirmed. In actuality, even if a regional oil/gas-water inversion could have been caused in geologic history, it would be hard for it to be preserved, because the presence of a regional oil/gas-water inversion is a hydraulic imbalance. The eventual result of its evolution would be the disappearance of such an imbalance and the establishment of a normal distribution of oil/gas and water ). Thus, it would be improbable for a regional oil/gas-water inversion to be formed and sustained over a long geological time frame. As a consequence, the traditional basin-centered gas model has been doubted and denied by an increasing number of researchers (e.g., Shanley et al. 2004; Fassett and Boyce 2005; Camp 2008; Cumella et al. 2008; McCullagh and Hart 2010; Cant 2011; Zhao et al. 2012a Zhao et al. , 2013 Zhao et al. , 2016a Fig. 4 Cross section of a quasi-continuous oil accumulation in the Chang-6 tight sandstones of the Triassic Yanchang Formation in the Ordos Basin, showing quasi-continuous distribution of oil-bearing beds and absence of bottom water and edge water. The Chang-6 reservoirs are predominated by tight sandstones in the Ordos Basin dominated in tight reservoirs that are adjacent to source rocks. They are also distinguished from conventional accumulations in terms of migration. While dominant migration pathways that enable hydrocarbons to migrate over long distances are developed and necessary for conventional accumulations, they are unnecessary for quasicontinuous accumulations. Although the charging and migration pathways for quasi-continuous accumulations can be either of a pore throat type or a fracture type, fractures must be numerous, widespread in distribution, and small in scale so that no dominant migration pathway occurs. In fact, the charging of hydrocarbons from source rocks into tight reservoirs is pervasive over large areas and the migration within tight reservoirs is in short distance. Hence, quasi-continuous accumulations are the outcome of primary migration and short-distance secondary migration. Analyses of the relationship between gas components and source rock maturity show that methane content, dryness index (C 1 /C 1 -5 ), d 13 C 1 , and d 13 C 1 -d 13 C 2 of natural gases from each Upper Paleozoic tight sandstone pay zone in the Ordos Basin have a strong positive correlation with the in situ Upper Paleozoic source rock maturities, indicating that the variation in gas composition and carbon isotopes is closely related to the thermal evolutionary degree of in situ or nearby source rocks, and there is no notable fractionation of the gas component and carbon isotopes caused by lateral migration (Zhao et al. 2014) . This implies that the natural gas accumulations are the result of short-distance migration instead of long-distance or large-scale lateral migration.
With regard to the driving force of hydrocarbon migration, it has been argued that abnormally high pressures derived from hydrocarbon generation are the major contributor, while diffusion forces caused by hydrocarbon concentration gradients are also significant for gas migration. Nevertheless, buoyancy is insignificant or even negligible. Consequently, the main flow mode is presumed to be in the form of overpressure-driven flow, followed by diffusion flow caused by the difference of hydrocarbon concentrations. Both types of migration have been revealed in the Upper Paleozoic tight gas accumulations of the Ordos Basin.
(4) Traps
In contrast to continuous accumulations, quasi-continuous accumulations are controlled by some traps to a certain degree, but the traps are mainly non-anticlinal (especially stratigraphic) rather than anticlinal. Tight reservoirs are generally thin and small in terms of the scale of single reservoirs, and their rock properties vary greatly relative to conventional reservoirs. In such cases, most tight reservoirs can easily be charged sufficiently such that the hydrocarbon accumulations could surpass the boundary of an anticlinal trap, if any, because the base of anticlinal traps is open. On the other hand, stratigraphic traps are generally well developed and therefore are dominant for hydrocarbon accumulations in tight reservoirs, because tight reservoirs commonly have stronger heterogeneities and larger lateral variation of lithologies and rock properties compared to conventional reservoirs.
For tight sandstones, most quasi-continuous accumulations are formed in fluvial, lacustrine, deltaic, and marine deposits. The tight sandstones of these deposits, particularly those deposited in continental environments, commonly exhibit strong heterogeneities and poor lateral continuities and generally consist of numerous lenticular sand bodies close to each other but unequal in size. Therefore, an accumulation caused in a tight formation is usually composed of numerous lenticular oil/gas reservoirs adjacent to each other. Because each lenticular reservoir is a self-sealing body, preservation conditions for such oil/gas accumulations are generally excellent.
The strong heterogeneity of tight reservoirs determines that quasi-continuous accumulations are mainly formed in stratigraphic traps, followed by structural-stratigraphic traps governed primarily by lithological variation and secondarily by structural factors. For instance, almost all the Upper Paleozoic tight sandstone gas fields and Triassic tight sandstone oil fields in the Ordos Basin, and some Triassic Xujiahe Formation tight sandstone gas fields, such as the Anyue Field in the central Sichuan Basin, are formed in typical stratigraphic traps. Although there is an anticlinal background to the Xu-2 gas accumulation of the Hechuan Field (Bian et al. 2012 ), the gas and water distribution is basically independent of the structure, as the reservoirs are sufficiently gas-charged at low structural positions below the spill-point of the anticlinal trap, while the reservoirs at the high structural positions are not always sufficiently gasfilled. In effect, the distribution of the Xu-2 pay zones in the Hechuan Field is principally controlled by the variation of reservoir lithologies and rock properties and the traps are primarily stratigraphic (Fig. 5) . Nevertheless, the Guang'an Gas Field is mainly ruled by a structural-stratigraphic combination trap (Li et al. 2013a ).
In addition, multiple fault traps or numerous fault blocks adjacent to each other can also lead to quasi-continuous accumulations. The Fuyang tight oil accumulation in the Songliao Basin was, for instance, once thought to be a deep-basin oil accumulation (e.g., Hou et al. 2006 ), but is actually a different type of quasi-continuous accumulation, similar to the Cretaceous Gaotaizi tight oil accumulation in the same basin. Both comprise numerous oil accumulations controlled by fault-block traps or fault-stratigraphic traps, and no notable edge water and bottom water have been detected. The water-bearing sandstone reservoirs at higher structural positions are actually disconnected from the downdip oil-producing sandstones because the sandstone intervals are faulted into multiple segments and each of them constitutes a separate fault trap or fault-stratigraphic trap. Obviously, such oil-water distribution pattern is not a genuine oil-water inversion. Thus, it can be concluded that the Fuyang and Gaotaizi tight oil accumulations should not be attributed to deep-basin or basin-centered oil accumulation; instead, they belong to quasi-continuous accumulations comprising multiple neighboring faulted reservoirs.
(5) Controls on hydrocarbon enrichment
Investigations have revealed that quasi-continuous accumulations mainly occur in gentle depressions and slopes and that source kitchen, reservoir, seal, and migration conditions are major factors in controlling the abundance of the accumulations. The reason why quasicontinuous accumulations occur primarily in gentle depressions and slopes is that such settings favor the deposition of large areas of source rocks and tight reservoirs compared to those deposited in a steep and narrower basin, and their gentle stratigraphic framework is disadvantageous for buoyancy-driven migration that could result in local oil/gas concentrations. As a result, such structural settings are more suitable for the occurrence and enrichment of extensive quasi-continuous oil and gas accumulations.
Among all the relevant factors, hydrocarbon-generating conditions are fundamental in affecting the enrichment of quasi-continuous accumulations. Large areal distribution of source rocks and high organic matter contents are more favorable for the occurrence of quasi-continuous accumulations. For instance, the extensive tight sandstone oil accumulations of the Triassic Chang 6, 7, and 8 pay zones in the Ordos Basin are closely linked to the high-quality Chang-7 shale source rock. This source rock is widely distributed, with an effective distribution area of approximately 10 9 10 4 km 2 and high-quality source rocks of nearly 5 9 10 4 km 2 . Its thickness generally ranges from 30-60 m, with a maximum thickness of 130 m. The residual organic carbon content is mainly in the range of 6%-22%, with an average TOC of 13.75% and the highest reaching up to 30%-40%. The R o is 0.85%-1.15%, while the average hydrocarbon expulsion rate can reach 72% (Zhang et al. 2006) . In addition, the formation of the giant Upper Paleozoic tight sandstone gas fields including the Sulige, Yulin, Zizhou, Shenmu, and Daniudi in the Ordos Basin is also closely connected with the basin-wide distribution of Upper Paleozoic coal source rocks. This set of source rocks covers almost the whole basin and is commonly in a highly mature to over-mature stage, with the gas-generating intensity mainly in the range of (10-40) 9 10 8 m 3 /km 2 . Hence, the conditions are favorable for the formation of widespread tight gas accumulation. Exploration has shown that almost Inferior gas layer Gas-water layer Fig. 5 Cross section of the Xu-2 tight gas accumulation of the Triassic Xujiahe Formation in the central Sichuan Basin (Bian et al. 2012) . Both the gas beds and gas-water beds are tight sandstone reservoirs and can occur at either structural low or high positions,
showing the distribution of gas and water is independent of structural relief. Note that the curves beside each well are GR (dark), RT (red) and porosity (green) from left to right, respectively all regions in the Ordos Basin with gas-generating intensity greater than 10 9 10 8 m 3 /km 2 are potential places for large tight gas accumulations (Zhao et al. 2012a; Cao et al. 2013a) .
In addition to source kitchen conditions, reservoir and sealing conditions are two other essential factors. With respect to reservoirs, not only widespread distribution and certain heterogeneities are indispensable for quasi-continuous accumulations, but the development of sweet spots is also significant to hydrocarbon enrichment and production. As far as the controlling effects of sealing conditions (including top and bottom seals) are concerned, it can be observed that vertical distribution of high-quality sealing beds usually determines the uppermost intervals of the accumulations above the source rocks or lowest intervals below the source rocks. Moreover, sealing conditions are of great significance to the richness of tight oil and gas accumulations, whereby high-quality seals favor the enrichment of oil/gas in tight reservoirs.
It should be noted that although hydrocarbon enrichment is favored by better conditions of source rocks, reservoirs, seals, and other necessary elements, it is virtually impossible for all these factors to concurrently achieve their respective best conditions. In nature, the sufficient development of any one of the above factors is commonly at the expense of other conditions. For instance, assuming that the condition of hydrocarbon generation in a given region is adequately developed (i.e., the thickness of source rocks and the abundance of organic matter attain their maximum), the reservoir condition therein is commonly less developed. In contrast, if the reservoir quality is excellent (large reservoir thickness and excellent rock properties), then the hydrocarbon-generating and sealing conditions may be relatively inferior. As a result, the most favorable conditions for the enrichment of tight oil/gas exist where an optimal association of source, reservoir, sealing, and all other necessary conditions is realized. This ought to be a universal rule for various oil and gas enrichment.
Discontinuous tight accumulations (DTA)
Discontinuous tight accumulations (DTA) are remarkably different from quasi-continuous accumulations, but similar to conventional accumulations in many aspects. For instance, both are discontinuous and confined by conventional traps (see the following part regarding CPS for details). The following is a discussion of the main characteristics of the DTA.
(1) Traps Different from the QTA, which is mainly controlled by non-anticlinal traps, the DTA is strictly governed by various conventional traps, especially structural traps. In fact, most DTAs have been found to occur in anticlinal traps, followed by fault traps and stratigraphic-structural combination traps.
The anticlinal trap is the most common type of trap for DTAs. The Dina 2 and Dabei Gas Fields in the Kuqa foreland region of the Tarim Basin, and the Zhongba, Pingluoba, and Bajiaochang Gas Fields in the foreland region of the western Sichuan Basin are typical examples. In the Dabei Gas Field (Fig. 6 ), natural gas is confined in an anticlinal or a faulted anticlinal trap. This field's major pay zone of the Lower Cretaceous Bashijiqike Formation (K 1 bs) is a tight sandstone gas-producing reservoir, with porosities ranging from 5.7% to 7.9% (averaging 7.0%) and permeabilities in the range of 0.06-0.29 md (averaging 0.12 md) (Li et al. 2013a ). The proven reserves of natural gas are as much as 1093 9 10 8 m 3 . As another example, the Dina 2 Gas Field is also a typical anticlinal trap, with a gas-bearing area of 125 km 2 , and proven reserves of 1752 9 10 8 m 3 . The porosity of its Paleogene reservoirs ranges from 7.5% to 10.6%, with an average of 9.5%, and the permeability ranges between 0.20 and 1.41 md, with an average of 1.08 md (Wei et al. 2013) .
Fault traps are a subordinate type of trap in terms of their importance to DTAs. The Jonah Gas Field in the Greater Green River Basin of the Rocky Mountains is likely a typical example. As a field of fault traps, the Jonah was once considered to be a basin-centered gas accumulation, but Hanson et al. (2004) and Shanley et al. (2004) showed its trap type is structural. In fact, it is a tight sandstone field ruled by fault traps, with an area of only 91 km 2 and reservoirs of compartmentalized fluvial sand bodies in the Upper Cretaceous Lance Formation (Camp 2008) . The field is bounded by two nearly vertical shear faults on the south and west sides, forming a wedge block that rises toward the southwestern corner, with the fault displacement being usually less than 60 m. It has been argued that gas production rate at the high structural position is better than that at the low structural position (Hanson et al. 2004) , indicating that gas production is affected to some extent by the structure.
Stratigraphic-anticlinal combination traps can also be discerned in some discontinuous tight oil and gas accumulations. This type of accumulation is mainly controlled by structural features and secondarily by lithology. For instance, the Lower Jurassic Badaowan gas accumulation in the Baka Gas Field of the Tuha Basin occurs in a long, narrow E-W-trending nose-shaped structure plunging eastward. The reservoir is a braided river delta deposit, and the major sand bodies were deposited in the braided distributary channels of a delta plain and a delta front. The reservoir porosity ranges between 2% and 7%, with an average of 4.4%, while the air permeability is less than 0.2 md, with samples\ 0.05 md accounting for at least 50% of the total samples. According to the analysis of the test and production data, nearly all gas-producing wells are located at higher positions of the faulted anticline, while low-yield wells are distributed at both the higher positions and the eastern and western flanks, but dry wells are mainly observed at the southern and northern flanks of lower structural positions ).
(2) Edge water and bottom water This type of oil/gas accumulation may or may not contain edge water and bottom water. Accordingly, the DTAs can be divided into typical DTAs (with edge water or bottom water) and atypical DTAs (without edge water and bottom water) .
The typical DTA is identical to conventional oil/gas accumulations in that both have complete edge water or bottom water. For instance, notable edge water has been indicated in the Dabei Gas Field (Fig. 6) . Another example is the Dina 2 Gas Field, where bottom water was reported (Li et al. 2013b) .
The atypical DTA is an accumulation with neither edge water nor bottom water. The Lower Jurassic Badaowan Formation gas accumulation in the Baka Gas Field of the Tuha Basin might belong to this type .
(3) Reservoirs
One of the significant differences between DTAs and conventional accumulations is the quality of reservoirs.
The former has a tight reservoir, while the latter has a good-quality or conventional reservoir. The tight properties of the reservoirs are the only common features of DTAs and QTAs. However, the major difference is that the QTA reservoirs generally have porosity reduced prior to hydrocarbon charging, whereas the DTA reservoirs could have become tight either predating or postdating hydrocarbon charging event. Accordingly, DTAs can be divided into the following two categories: a. Primary DTA The reservoirs of this type have their porosity reduced mainly prior to hydrocarbon charging. Yang and Pang (2012) argued that the Xu-2 and Xu-4 reservoirs of the Upper Triassic Xujiahe Formation in the western Sichuan Depression had become tight primarily during the MiddleLate Jurassic (with a porosity of 12%), while the major oil/gas-charging process occurred at two stages: (1) EarlyLate Jurassic oil charging, slightly earlier than the reservoir becoming tight; and (2) Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous gas charging. Considering that natural gas in this region is dominantly generated from coals of the Triassic Xujiahe Formation, and only a very small quantity of oil was generated from such source rocks (Yang and Pang 2012) , we believe that gas charging in this region took place primarily after the reservoir had become tight. A study by Luo et al. (2012) on the diagenetic history of the Xu-2 reservoirs in the Dayi region of the western Sichuan Depression has obtained similar results. In this region, the porosity reduction of Xu-2 reservoir occurred during the Middle-Late Jurassic, with a final porosity of approximately 7%-8%, while the timing of oil generation and emplacement predated that period, and extensive gas generation and expulsion occurred after the tight transformation of the reservoir. Another example is the Lower Jurassic Badaowan gas accumulation in the Baka Gas Field of the Tuha Basin. In this region, the gas generation and expulsion of the Lower Jurassic coal-bearing source rocks occurred during the Himalayan Stage, while the reservoir achieved tightness in the Late Jurassic when the porosity was reduced to less than 10% ).
b. Secondary DTA The reservoirs of this type are charged prior to their porosity loss. Because the reservoir had not been transformed into a tight state during the period of hydrocarbon charging, buoyancy is commonly the principal driving force for hydrocarbon migration. Oil/gas would migrate toward and accumulate at structural highs, forming structural or structural-stratigraphic accumulations with either edge water or bottom water. After accumulation, the formerly formed oil/gas accumulations with edge water or bottom water would be left nearby where they occurred as long as the structural deformation is not too strong, although the reservoir becomes tight due to diagenesis and the original accumulation might be altered to some extent because of structural changes.
An example is the Dina 2 Gas Field, where the gas charging of the Paleogene gas reservoir was initiated at roughly 5 Ma, and the sandstone reservoir had not evolved into tight state until the Xiyu Period (2-0 Ma) (Li et al. 2013b) . Therefore, this gas accumulation is a secondary DTA. Hanson et al. (2004) argued that gas charging in the Lance Formation of the Jonah Field occurred before the reservoir became tight and that the accumulation is the result of vertical and lateral migration driven by buoyancy.
Another significant difference between the two types of DTAs is that the primary DTAs normally have neither edge water nor bottom water, but only incomplete edge water or bottom water, which is similar to QTAs. On the other hand, the secondary DTAs commonly have either edge water or bottom water, resembling conventional accumulations or discontinuous accumulations. 
Conventional petroleum system (CPS)
The CPS occurs in conventional reservoirs (air permeability generally [ 1 md) and is characterized by discontinuous or conventional hydrocarbon accumulations. The main features of CPSs are well known, and a brief summary is provided herein for the purpose of comparison with the aforementioned types of PS.
(1) Accumulation Conventional oil/gas accumulations can occur singly, but more often are formed in zones. Such accumulations have unambiguous boundaries and complete edge water or bottom water, and their distribution is discrete or discontinuous, which is in a remarkable contrast with the continuous and quasi-continuous accumulations. Thus, this type of accumulation is termed the discontinuous accumulation or conventional accumulation.
(2) Migration Discontinuous (conventional) accumulations mainly occur in reservoirs that either possess good qualities or are close to a fault. As a result, migration pathways are developed so that oil and gas can readily migrate. Under such circumstances, hydrocarbons tend to migrate toward and concentrate at higher structural positions. The driving force for secondary migration is primarily buoyancy. Where overpressure is developed, it also plays a significant role as a driving force for oil/gas migration, particularly for primary migration.
(3) Traps
The occurrence of discontinuous (conventional) accumulations is strictly controlled by trapping mechanisms, including structural, stratigraphic, and combination traps. Among various traps governing conventional accumulations, anticlinal traps are the most typical variety. By contrast, anticlines can hardly function as a trap for the occurrence of continuous and quasi-continuous accumulations.
(4) Controls on hydrocarbon enrichment Unlike continuous and quasi-continuous accumulations, all of the essential elements and processes, including source rock, reservoir, seal, trap, migration, accumulation, and preservation, play significant roles in the formation of discontinuous or conventional oil/gas accumulations. Hence, their hydrocarbon enrichment is controlled by multiple factors. Due to good conditions of hydrocarbon migration, such types of oil and gas accumulations are Petroleum Science (2019) 16:229-251 245 often more abundant at higher structural positions (such as uplifts and upper slopes) or relatively shallower strata in a depression or a slope.
Origin and distribution of different types of petroleum systems
The SPS, TPS, and CPS can coexist in many petroleum basins worldwide. Moreover, they can result from a common hydrocarbon source kitchen in a basin, where they are closely linked and have unique distribution features. In terms of spatial distribution, both the SPS and the TPS mainly occur in hydrocarbon-generating depressions and slopes, while the CPS tends to have accumulations enriched at the updip parts of a slope and even higher structural positions around a depression or in the shallower formations that are more distant from the effective source rock intervals (Fig. 7) . The accumulations in the three PSs often may occur in different stratigraphic intervals more frequently than in a same interval. Generally, their occurrence is vertically sequenced, and the sequence is, from the source rock interval upward or downward, the continuous, quasi-continuous, and discontinuous accumulations, respectively. Usually, quasi-continuous accumulations occur adjacent to the source rock interval, while discontinuous accumulations are more distant. This is because source rock intervals often represent a turning point of sedimentation in the evolution of depositional environments, before and after which are usually transgression cycles and regression cycles, respectively. Thus, the sedimentary sequence is normally graded (coarsening downward) below the source rock interval, while it is reversely graded (coarsening upward) above the source rock interval. As a result, the closer to the source rocks, the finer the deposits become and more likely that tight reservoirs would occur. In contrast, conventional reservoirs are more developed in formations vertically distant from source rocks. Because of the above-mentioned sedimentary cycles, the SPS, TPS, and CPS are frequently formed and coexist in a basin. That should be the primary mechanism for the origin of the three PSs. Thus, it can be predicted that the SPS, TPS, and CPS might coexist in almost all petroliferous basins and can even be derived from the same source kitchen. Indeed, such a phenomenon has been confirmed in many basins worldwide, such as the Ordos Basin, the Songliao Basin, and the Bohai Bay Basin in China, and the Fort Worth Basin (Pollastro 2007) , the Piceance Basin , and the San Juan Basin (Fassett and Boyce 2005) in the USA. In reality, as Forster and Horne (2005) noted, most Rocky Mountain Basins have both conventional and unconventional gas accumulations.
An example is the Ordos Basin, where shale oil, tight oil, and conventional oil accumulations have been found in the Triassic Chang 7 shales (major source rocks of the basin), Chang 9 to Chang 4 ? 5 tight sandstones, and Chang 3 to Jurassic Yanan Formation good-quality sandstones (Fig. 8) . The Chang 7 shales constitute a SPS in which continuous oil accumulations might occur. Above and below the Chang 7 shales, the Chang 9 to Chang 4 ? 5 tight sandstone pay zones belong to TPSs in which oil accumulations are dominated by quasi-continuous accumulations. The Chang 3 to Yanan Formation oil accumulations are mostly conventional and therefore belong to CPSs. Another example is the Upper Paleozoic natural gas accumulation in the Ordos Basin, where coals in the Benxi, Taiyuan, and Shanxi Formations constitute major source rocks (Zhao et al. 2014 ). In the coal beds, CBM is widespread mostly as continuous accumulations. The fluvial sandstone reservoirs close to the coal measures are mostly tight reservoirs, and thus quasi-continuous accumulations are predominant. However, some accumulations in the Shiqianfeng Formation may belong to conventional accumulations or discontinuous accumulations due to the good qualities of the reservoirs.
For the SPS, TPS, and CPS derived from a common hydrocarbon source kitchen, the resulting accumulations in source-rock, tight, and conventional reservoirs must be inversely related to each other. Clearly, the proportion of continuous accumulations in the SPS of the total amount of hydrocarbons generated from the source rocks (namely, the retention ratio) is crucial. The higher the retention ratio of hydrocarbons within the source rocks or the lower the hydrocarbon expulsion efficiency, the higher the proportion of hydrocarbon resources in the SPS and the lower the proportion of resources in the TPS and CPS would be. The major factors influencing the retention ratio of hydrocarbons in source rocks include the thickness of effective source rocks, abundance of organic matter, source rock type, and the top and bottom sealing conditions, etc. The thicker the effective source rocks, the higher the organic matter content, and especially, the better the top and bottom sealing conditions, the more abundant the hydrocarbons to be retained in the source rocks. In contrast, if a source rock is too thin and its top and bottom sealing conditions are not good enough, the hydrocarbon expulsion efficiency (reciprocal of the retention ratio) is generally higher and more hydrocarbons generated in the source rock would be expelled and accumulate in non-source rockreservoir intervals or be lost elsewhere. As far as the resource potentials of the TPS and CPS are concerned, they are highly affected by the distribution and quality of tight reservoirs, quality of sealing rocks, and the amount of hydrocarbons expelled from source rocks. It has been found that the better the conditions of tight reservoirs and sealing rocks, the more favorable it is for hydrocarbons to accumulate in tight reservoirs. The hydrocarbon resource potential of the TPS is likely to be greater than that of the CPS; otherwise, the CPS would be of greater potential for hydrocarbon resources. This phenomenon can be demonstrated from the distribution of hydrocarbon resource potentials of various accumulations in the Ordos Basin.
Because both Mesozoic and Upper Paleozoic source rocks are widely distributed in the basin, but their thicknesses are relatively small, the resources retained in the corresponding source rocks, including shale oil/gas and CBM, appear to be less than expected. Nevertheless, tight oil and gas are more plentiful, which is also due to the fact that both tight reservoirs and their cap rocks are well developed in the basin. The hydrocarbon resources of conventional accumulations are, therefore, somewhat limited. By corollary, in those basins or regions that are rich in petroleum resources, the potential of unconventional resources would be relatively smaller if their conventional resources are preponderant. Based on the above discussions, we can conclude that both conventional and unconventional PSs or the CPS, TPS, and SPS can often coexist in petroliferous basins, and are closely linked, but inversely correlated with each other in terms of resource potentials. However, previous studies of the formation and distribution of oil and gas accumulations as well as petroleum exploration are largely focused on conventional PSs and part of unconventional PSs. Consequently, more holistic studies of the entire process and all types of PSs and various petroleum accumulations need to be enhanced to maximize exploration efficiency.
Conclusions
(1) Petroleum systems can be categorized into three basic types in terms of reservoir qualities as well as the resultant characteristics of hydrocarbon migration and accumulation, namely source-rock petroleum systems (SPS), tight petroleum systems (TPS), and conventional petroleum systems (CPS). In the SPS, continuous hydrocarbon accumulations are predominant, which are typically represented by shale oil/gas and CBM accumulations. The TPS is dominated by quasi-continuous accumulations, but discontinuous accumulations are sometimes significant. In the CPS, however, discontinuous accumulations or conventional trap-controlled accumulations are predominant. (2) All essential elements and processes, including hydrocarbon generation, charging, sealing, migration, entrapment, and preservation, are indispensable for the CPS, in which hydrocarbon distribution is generally controlled by multiple factors. Moreover, both primary migration and secondary migration are commonly necessary for the CPS, and secondary migration can occur over long distances and is primarily driven by buoyancy. With regard to the TPS, however, migration is dominated by primary and short-distance secondary migration, and the dominant driving force for secondary migration is overpressure instead of buoyancy. The occurrence of petroleum accumulations is primarily controlled by such factors as effective source rocks, reservoirs, and seals. As far as the SPS is concerned, hydrocarbon generation, storage, and sealing are most important factors, whereas migration and trap are of limited importance, as oil and gas accumulate mostly in situ and there is no notable migration, and traps do not function in petroleum accumulation. In the SPS, hydrocarbon enrichment is mainly controlled by source rock attributes, reservoir qualities, and sealing conditions. (3) In petroliferous basins, conventional and unconventional PSs or the SPS, TPS, and CPS can often coexist, and close relationship is present between them, as observed in many basins across the world, such as the Ordos Basin, the Songliao Basin, and the Bohai Bay Basin in China, and the Fort Worth Basin, the Piceance Basin, and the San Juan Basin in the USA. However, they adversely impact each other with respect to the resource potential. Hence, comprehensive studies of both conventional and unconventional PSs should be strengthened and different strategies ought to be adopted to maximize the exploration efficiency.
